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Abstract
The paper aims to show how blockchain, particularly Ethereum private blockchain, per-
forms as a record keeper for Malaysian Muslim marriage records as a case study. The 
study also aims to demonstrate how blockchain technology conserves marriage data and 
improves data sharing efficiency involves accessing data from the blockchain and multiple 
users through proof of concept (POC). This POC also intended to seek evidence of immu-
tability, transparency, and authenticity claims by the technology to ensure the record’s 
security is a high priority. The study implements a smart contract on the Ethereum plat-
form in the Government of Malaysia network environment and, the results provide sig-
nificant evidence of private Ethereum blockchain principles of high availability, efficiency, 
immutability, transparency, and truthfulness particularly in record keeping. Future research 
can investigate other blockchain technology for other blockchain initiatives, such as block-
chain disruptors. This paper is useful for management researchers and guides manage-
ment practice for decision-making when determining whether the technology can use as a 
record-keeper. This paper proposes POC to design and develop record-keeping of Malay-
sian Muslim marriage records using Ethereum blockchain technology.

Keywords Ethereum blockchain · Proof of concept · Muslim marriage record · Record-
keeper

1 Introduction

Blockchain popularity has become more hype in government agencies, although it is 
not a newly introduced technology in the information communication technology world. 
The reputations of blockchain in ensuring each transaction’s security in the systems have 
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attracted the business community to invest in this technology. The technology keeps evolv-
ing and aggressively implemented in several government agencies and industries. As for 
government agencies, record-keeping issues always become a significant problem, security 
or privacy issues, and technology efficiency. Therefore, this study endeavors to seal the gap 
in knowledge and practice by offering a POC, one of four blockchain initiatives introduces 
by Gartner [11]. Four types of blockchain initiatives are i. blockchain disruptor; ii. digital 
asset market; iii. efficiency play; and iv. record keeper.

Blockchain is thriving as a hot trending among virtual currency traders because of the 
capability to generate money with guaranteed security. Blockchain characteristics such as 
durability, transparency, immutability, and process integrity became value added to block-
chain technology’s popularity [1]. However, despite the popularity of blockchain, it also 
has a weakness that we cannot ignore. The delivery performance through blockchain is 
questionable, and the data capacity constraints that can transmit through blockchain are 
costly [6, 24]. Furthermore, security and privacy issues are either in public or private 
blockchain [27]. Hence, before deciding to use this technology, especially when it comes 
to Government and citizen interest, we must consider all aspects [13, 20]. As for Malaysia 
Government, blockchain technology felt still too alien for us to implement in government 
agencies. However, some interesting aspects of blockchain technology should not be disre-
gard if it can be beneficial to solve the problems faced by some agencies, such as Muslim 
marriage record keeping.

Scattered Muslim marriage records across states and districts are even worse because 
each state has its regulations and acts, especially in a Muslim marriage. Department of 
Islamic Development of Malaysia, known as Jabatan Kemajuan Islam (JAKIM), is one 
agency under Malaysia’s Government currently facing data sharing issues. JAKIM wants 
to ensure that the records of Muslim marriages in Malaysia are accessible by agencies that 
require marriage information, especially the District Islamic Religious Office (PAID) and 
the State Islamic Religious Department (JAIN). Muslim marriage records in Malaysia are 
scattering among PAID and JAIN as each district and state has its acts and policies. The 
couples who want to get married need to register with the PAID or JAIN. JAKIM regu-
lates both PAID, and JAIN which has built a system to keep Muslim marriage records in 
Malaysia called Sistem Pengurusan Perkahwinan Islam Malaysia (SPPIM). However, not 
all PAID and JAIN uses SPPIM as both agencies are under state regulatory authorities. If 
the state authorities had permitted PAID and JAIN to use SPPIM, then JAKIM can use the 
information. Therefore, there is no comprehensive centralized data on Muslim marriage, 
divorce, and referral information.

This situation makes it difficult for JAIN and PAID to not use SPPIM as their primary 
system to register Muslim marriage information to check the applicant’s marital status 
while processing the marriage permit, divorce registration, and reference registration. A 
Muslim woman cannot have more than one husband at the same time. In comparison, Mus-
lim men cannot have more than four wives and other conditions that JAIN or PAID need 
to review before the couple can be allowed to marry. As a result, there is identity fraud for 
polygamy, and there are several cases related to fraud recorded involving forgery of mar-
riage documents [8]. These situations are alarming because they will lead to other Islamic 
law problems if the marriage does not comply with sharia.

Currently, there are two ways couples who want to get married register their marriage. 
A man or woman firstly needs to register through online registration using SPPIM for 
states that use SPPIM. Alternatively, he/she has to go to the nearest PAID or JAIN to regis-
ter manually. Using the second alternative, PAID or JAIN, have to check with JAKIM, and 
others PAID or JAIN in other states that do not use SPPIM; thus, the application process 
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will take a long time. The officer should do a careful review at PAID or JAIN to ensure that 
the couple applying for marriage can marry without any problems. The woman is still a 
wife with her previous husband. The officer at PAID or JAIN demands the couples’ correct 
identity or status, and other agencies rely on marital data to verify marital status for vari-
ous services. For example, the Government Pension Division provides pension payment to 
the pensioner’s widow or husband in the event of death to the pensioner. Confirmation is 
required to ensure that the widow or husband is still valid as a husband and wife to receive 
a pension.

Considering blockchain characteristics claim by many past studies regarding security, 
privacy, immutability, high availability, and efficiency, this paper demonstrates POC to 
understand if those JAKIM can utilize all those blockchain characteristics issues. Using 
private Ethereum blockchain technology setup in seven nodes to represent blockchain net-
works, Muslim marriage data are saved and tested to ensure all necessary characteristics 
essential for record-keeping. Therefore, based on a previous study by [10], we expand the 
investigation by developing a new POC of record-keeping and data verifying besides a 
thorough test of the blockchain network characteristic a potential trustful record-keeper. 
This POC is intended to test the claims regarding security, privacy, immutability, high 
availability, and efficiency of the blockchain for the Muslim marriage record-keeping 
process.

The paper is structured as follows; Section  2 provides an overview of the literature 
review that forms this paper’s foundation. Section  3 discusses the research design and 
methods, as well as a comprehensive description of our results. Meanwhile, Section 4 dis-
cusses the POC results and limitations of the study. The last section in this study is the 
conclusion in Section 5.

2  Literature review

This section briefly reviews related studies of Muslim marriage laws in Sharia Law and the 
Ethereum blockchain used in this POC.

2.1  Sharia law

Malaysia governs by two types of laws, namely civil law and sharia laws. The civil laws 
apply to all Malaysians, while sharia laws are only applicable to Muslims that adminis-
ter by sharia courts of the states and the federal territories. This court’s jurisdiction does 
not cover theft, murder, robbery, rape, and other criminal offenses stipulated in Malaysia’s 
Penal Code Laws, which fall under civil laws governed by Civil courts [15]. The Malaysian 
Constitution authorizes State Sharia courts the exclusive power to adjudicate their state’s 
Islamic laws1. Sharia courts can adjudicate cases arising under Islamic law and personal 
and family law of persons professing Islam’s religion, including the Islamic law relating to 
betrothal, marriage, divorce, dower, maintenance, adoption, legitimacy, and guardianship. 
The Sharia courts refer to Islamic family laws enacted by the states [19]. Although the cen-
tral precepts of Islamic Family law as found to be applicable in all the states in Malaysia 

1 (Federal Territories) Act 1984, Act 303 of 1984 in Malaysia; Enakmen Undang-Undang Keluarga (Negeri 
Selangor) 2003 [Islamic Family Law (State of Selangor) Enactment 2003], Enactment 2 of 2003.
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are almost the same. However, there are minor differences in these laws’ interpretations 
and applications from one state to another. This situation has led some litigants to go on 
law-shopping by moving from one state to another when the consents required for them 
to tie another marriage were not forthcoming. They also move to where the interpretation 
given to the minimum age for marriage suits their desires because a Muslim by law is enti-
tled to marry up to four wives provided he can treat each of them equally. In an attempt to 
codify and enforce uniform legislation for Muslims, the Islamic Family Law Act 303 was 
introduced in 1984. However, most states, given their prerogative power in a legal jurisdic-
tion, agreed to enact a uniform code with minor differences [17]. The following sections 
discuss in brief of married, divorce, and rujuk (re-marry) in Islamic laws.

2.1.1  Married, divorce and rujuk

The couples who want to get married must comply with everything contained in sharia 
laws [9]. As stated in IFLA or Islamic Family Law [9], a marriage has solemnized by a 
wali (IFLA, Section  7) and issuance with ta’liq (IFLA, Section  26), and the couple has 
reached a certain age (IFLA, Section 8). Couples who want to get married must be both 
Muslims (IFLA, Section 10) and have no blood relationship such as siblings or parents, 
parents, and others enshrined in sharia law (IFLA, Section  9). married women may not 
marry another man (IFLA, Section  14). A man can have up to four wives or polygamy 
with the permission of the sharia court to ensure the life of the existing wife is guaranteed 
(IFLA, Section 23).

Talaq is the word divorce made by the husband to his wife. The number of talaqs will 
determine whether the husband and wife can rujuk or re-marry with the same partner. The 
divorce process should also be done through a sharia court to avoid any problems arising 
if the husband and wife want to rujuk. Most of the Islamic family laws provided in some 
states in Malaysia are clear enough on the widows’ marriage, including a situation where 
a woman has been irrevocably divorced by three talaqs. In this situation, the woman will 
not marry her previous husband unless she has been lawfully married to another person. 
Such marriage shall have been completed and later legally dissolved before that marriage 
contract with her previous husband [17].

2.2  Private ethereum blockchain, smart contract, and metamask

Oxford dictionary defines blockchain as “A system in which a record of transactions made 
in bitcoin or another cryptocurrency is maintained across several computers that are linked 
in a peer-to-peer network.” Whereby, [23] highlight the blockchain concerning consensus 
mechanisms as the technology that warrants unchangeable and truthful data in transacts 
record in the blockchain systems linked in a peer-to-peer network. [3] also define block-
chain as an unchangeable ledger for recording transactions that mutually untrusting peers 
maintain within a distributed network. Meanwhile, [5] represent blockchain as a distributed 
database that maintains a growing list of blocks chain to each other. [18] emphasize that 
blockchain differs from traditional databases. It stores the full record of every piece of data 
and its modifications with redundancy features that bring protection against tampering but 
at a high cost of processing. [2]

[4] summarizes blockchain as a technology that allows its participants or users to 
retrieve only a single truth version of any information (in this case from a ledger or what-
ever data place in the network) without a central authority in a trustless environment 
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whereby its participants do not have to trust each other, and incorporates at least the fol-
lowing four technologies; (i) peer-to-peer networking, (ii) distributed ledger, (iii) cryp-
tography; and (iv) mining. Additionally, [7] postulates two significant blockchain types, 
namely public blockchain, if all participants can participate in all processes without any 
central authorization body to control the network. The second type is semi-private block-
chain or private blockchain. In a semi-private blockchain, the body and participants’ net-
work control is predefined with limited access to pre-selected nodes. Meanwhile, for a fully 
private blockchain, there is no remuneration process involved. Bitcoin is one of the most 
popular public blockchain besides the Ethereum blockchain, famous for public and private 
blockchains.

Furthermore, [2] also claims that Ethereum is a blockchain branding and defines 
Ethereum as a cryptographically secure transaction singleton machine with a share-state, 
innovating from the bitcoin network additions its network features such as smart contract 
usage. Ethereum smart contract could allow for more complex requests compared to more 
straightforward bitcoin’s codes. A smart contract is a code that manages the exchange of 
anything of value, from property and shares to information and money between parties. 
Smart contracts become like autonomous agents that execute when previously specified 
conditions are met and can perform more instructions over the Ethereum network using a 
high-level object-oriented language such as Solidity. This language is similar to the JavaS-
cript language designed to help developers write smart contract code on Ethereum [16]. 
However, for the smart contract to communicate with participants or users, it used a user 
interface called MetaMask.

MetaMask, founded in 2016, has been a browser extension that lets people to join their 
cryptocurrency wallets to websites that require the right of entry to the Ethereum network. 
It serves as a wallet that connects the users with the Ethereum node without running the 
node. Nowadays, MetaMask has a new mobile version that allows users to limit the infor-
mation and payment methods they share with websites [12]. MetaMask requires permis-
sion to read and write and will enable users to store public and private keys. MetaMask 
ensures the users’ control while using the blockchain to choose what to share [14]. The 
next section describes POC designing and methodology in detail.

2.3  Research design and method

Figure 1 illustrates the POC development process flow divides into three main components. 
Each component describes in detail in Section 3.1 until Section 3.3.

2.4  Concept and designing

In this phase, the planning is setting, with the requirement gathering to accommodate the 
system’s functional and non-functional requirements. The functional requirements include 
user management module, marriage record keeping, data retrieval, and data validation. 
Meanwhile, non-functional requirements include the efficiency and high availability of 
record-keeping in the blockchain. Figures 2 until 5 shows the use case of activities in the 
functionalities.

As illustrated in Fig.  2, the system’s user–data consumer or administrator registers 
an account to access the system using MetaMask. MetaMask is an e-wallet application 
to obtain private and public keys to enable transactions for blockchain execution. Using 
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Ethereum compatible wallet, e.g., MetaMask, users need to log in to MetaMask to per-
form blockchain transactions.

After the user successfully logs in to the system and executes a transaction involving 
blockchain, the user at any time could log out of the system to close the session.

Fig. 1  POC development process 
flow
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Figure  3 shows that administrators (from JAKIM, agencies, PAID, or JAIN) can 
read (retrieve) marriage records from the JAKIM database of marriage records stores 
in the blockchain. Users could select the desired marriage record and copy it into the 
blockchain.

Figure  4 use case shows the function of accessing data by data consumers across 
agencies to the blockchain. Data consumers can do the searching based on identity card 
number to obtain individual marriage records.

Figure 5 illustrates the use case of the data verification function. Data consumers can 
verify whether the data from the Relational Database Management System (RDMS) is 

Fig. 2  Use case diagram of user management

Fig. 3  Use case diagram of 
record keeping
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valid by comparing the record with the record that has been stored in the blockchain using 
the identification number of the individual.

As illustrates in Fig. 6, many agencies are expected to use the blockchain network of 
Muslim marriage record storage for verification purposes in various daily business pro-
cesses. Only the essential and relevant marriage data from SPPIM, JAIN, and PAID will 
be saved in the blockchain network. Meanwhile, other agencies will be referring the data 
through the blockchain network for verifying purposes.

2.5  Development

In the development phase, the frontend interface act as SPPIM, namely, develops for a 
user to key in the data into the SEMA database. The interface is creates using the boot-
strap 4.0 framework and PHP programming language. The purpose of using the RDMS 
is to avoid delays in entering data and searching process if using the blockchain network 
directly. Large data storage is also more suitable for using RDMS than blockchain because 
blockchain networks are not ideal for large data storage as they will delay the transaction 
process.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, administrators from JAKIM, JAIN, or PAID will enter the data 
or information about the couple’s marriage through the SEMA user interface, as illustrates 
in Fig. 8. The administrator can use all modules such as add new or update a record, save 
data to the blockchain, which is needed to do through the MetaMask, and verify data from 
the blockchain module. According to this blockchain domain, the MetaMask configuration 
does not require any ether because POC is setting in a private domain. Meanwhile, regular 
users have permission to access blockchain for verifying purposes only to avoid marriage 

Fig. 4  Use case diagram of data 
consumers accessing data

Fig. 5  Use case diagram of data 
verification
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data misconduct. In our control environment, seven private Ethereum blockchain nodes are 
developed in Ubuntu open-source operating system on a Linux server.

The administrator will add a new record or update the existing record through Add 
Records, and the data save in the SEMA database. SEMA database store in a RDMS such 
as MySQL. Then, the administrator can perform the searching of RDBMS by using the 
identification number of individuals in the Home tab to check or update the information. 
The system will search the identification number in the SEMA RDMS database and not 
the blockchain. In this situation, the full record retrieves to update the information in it. 
The data will be copied to the blockchain using Save to blockchain module, as showed in 
Fig. 9. This interface will call selected data identifies to store in blockchain from MySQL 
database as listed in Table 1.

All previous records entered by the administrator are listing according to the data 
elements stored in the blockchain. The administrator will choose which record is copy-
ing to the blockchain by selecting the link under Action, as shown in Fig. 9. The selected 
data are copy into the blockchain node through a smart contract that is writing using 

Fig. 6   Conceptual architecture of record keeping and verification marriage data

Fig. 7   The architecture of POC development
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Solidity language will appear for the administrator to write the data in the blockchain. 
The smart contract is developing using the Solidity development tool, namely, remix 
Ethereum, an open-source tool that enables the writing of Solidity Ethereum smart con-
tract from the browser.

Fig. 8  Add record to RDMS code and user interface

Fig. 9   Save Data to Blockchain user interface
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The user has to register MetaMask to deploy a smart contract to set up a blockchain 
network, in this case - mampunet. Blockchain transaction hash will be automatically 
generated by smart contract the unique hash code once the data written in blockchain as 
proof. The smart contract code to generate the hash code shows in Fig. 10.

The hash code saves in RDBMS for verification purposes that only the data with allo-
cated hash code are the valid data. The function to compare the data from RDMS and 
the blockchain data is developed to ensure data immutability, as shown in Fig. 11. The 
immutability test is done by changing the identification number one of the record (i.e., 
781278011233 to 790878011238) in RDMS, and the comparison is made with the data 
in the Ethereum blockchain.

The users at data consumer’s agencies will verify the marriage information through 
the blockchain by using SEMA Verify Data from Blockchain user interface as illustrated 
in Fig. 12 by using the individual’s identification number.

The last step in this POC is most important as this step is to validate and test whether 
this POC is a success. The results of POC also are discussed in the following section.

2.6  System validation and testing

In this step, functional and non-functional are undergone thorough testing. Table  2 lists 
functional and non-functional requirements for this POC. Four main modules for functional 
testing: User Registration, Save Data to Blockchain, Read Marriage Record from Block-
chain, and Record Verification. Meanwhile, for non-functional, efficiency and high avail-
ability of copying or saving data to blockchain and read data from blockchain are tested.

2.6.1  Functional test

User acceptance test (UAT) is conducted for functional test and the result as in Table 3. 
UAT is accomplished by several users act as administrator and user role. The test is 
performed by a tester that is independent of the development team to avoid bias.

Table 1  Data elements store in 
blockchain

Attribute Data Type Description

ID address administrator Ethereum id
Marriage Status bytes32 Marriage-N

Divorce-C
Rujuk(re-marry)-R

Certification Number string certificate number for marriage, 
divorce or re-marry

Individual Name string Male individual name
Individual IC No string citizen: identification number

non-citizen : passport number
Spouse Name string female name
Spouse IC No string citizen: identification number

non-citizen: passport number
Status Date string Status date of marriage/

divorce/rujuk ’ DD-MM-
YYYY.’
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All the four main modules are passes the test performed by the user according to the 
roles given. Each user has their role as administrator and standard user. Each role then 
rotates the roles among them to ensure each module thoroughly tests.

2.6.2  Non‑functional test

Efficiency for writing marriage records to the blockchain is tested by gaining time-
waiting from the user interface module of Save to Blockchain (see Fig. 13). Figure 13 
shows non-functional test results for copy marriage record efficiency to blockchain gain-
ing from waiting-writing data time in the blockchain. The writing time also considers 
MetaMask user confirmation before writing or copying the data to all seven blockchain 
nodes.

Fig. 10  Solidity smart contract generate hash code from blockchain
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The efficiency of reading the marriage record from blockchain is tested using the apache 
JMeter load testing tool (see Fig.  14). Also, high availability for both copy and read is 
tested by de-activating three nodes (see Fig. 15) and observe the result. The overall result 
of the test shows in Table 4.

Meanwhile, for non-functional test results for the efficiency of reading marriage records 
from blockchain, using Jmeter using 300 concurrent users accessing the SEME user 
interface of Verify Data from Blockchain module is shown in Fig. 14. In this POC, 300 
simultaneous users load tests. The result indicates that Apdex is equal to 1, which means 
the efficiency is at the highest rate with an average response time of 24.92 milliseconds. 
Application Performance Index, namely Apdex, is reporting and comparing the transaction 
performed.

As illustrated in Fig. 15, only four nodes operated instead of seven nodes to show that 
the blockchain network can still perform. However, 51 percent is available, and even copy-
ing and reading data to/from the blockchain.

Fig. 11  Crosscheck data immutability in RDMS with Ethereum blockchain

Fig. 12  Verify data from blockchain user interface
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Table 2  Functional and non-
functional testing

Functional Four main modules

• User registration
• Save data to blockchain – RDMS 

system integration with smart 
contract

• Read marriage record from blockchain
• Record verification

Non-functional Efficiency
• save the record to the blockchain
• read record from blockchain
High-availability
• save marriage record to the blockchain
• read record from blockchain

Table 3  Functional UAT result

Function Actor Result

MetaMask User Registration
Register Administrator and User Pass
Log In Administrator and User Pass
Log Out Administrator and User Pass
Saving Data in Blockchain
Read marriage record from RDMS Administrator Pass
Copy marriage record to the blockchain Administrator Pass
Read Data from Blockchain
Search data from the blockchain User Pass
Record Verification
Data verification from blockchain User Pass

Fig. 13  Efficiency testing: write data to blockchain
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Fig. 14  Efficiency test: read marriage record from blockchain

Fig. 15  High-availability test: copy/read marriage record to/from blockchain

Table 4  Non-functional result: writing and reading from blockchain

Description Result

Efficiency
Copy marriage record to the blockchain 40-90 seconds
Read marriage record from blockchain Average 0.024 seconds for 300 concurrent users
High-Availability
Copy marriage record to the blockchain The record can be copied if at least four nodes are functioning
Read marriage record from blockchain The record can be read if at least four nodes are functioning
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3  Discussion

As proved by Kamaruzaman, Yassin [10] in their study of the data’s transparency and 
integrity in the Ethereum blockchain network, this POC also successfully demonstrated 
the security, privacy, and immutability of the network. The hash code provided by the 
Ethereum blockchain for every transaction that involved writing to the Ethereum block-
chain offers secure and private transactions as the only administrator with generated hash 
code has permission to save new data. The hash code then saves in the RDMS, which can 
be used to compare the data in RDMS with the Ethereum blockchain if any attempt is 
made to change the data in RDMS.

One of the distinctive blockchain features is the data stored in the chain will remain 
forever in the network. The data must have a high asset value and stay relevant are the right 
candidates to keep in the blockchain [18, 21, 22]. Therefore before deciding to store data in 
a blockchain network, a detailed study needs to be done to determine whether it is worth-
while to keep such data in a blockchain network. The data to be held in the blockchain 
network is very limited and must meet all the users’ needs to ensure that the blockchain 
can operate efficiently as possible. Distributed blockchain architecture and encryption 
algorithms have their advantages and disadvantages, as acknowledged in several previous 
studies [6, 24]. The POC results also confirm the architectural weaknesses, whereby the 
result obtained for writing is long. The range of data waiting time to blockchain in 40 sec-
onds until 90 seconds is considered quite long for a typical network to save the data to 
the database. However, this writing time is not a significant problem as it does not affect 
the efficiency of full processes. This situation occurs because the registration of users to 
use MetaMask also includes in the calculation. In the meantime, the blockchain speed and 
efficiency in the reading process can not be deniable that only takes an average response 
time of 24.92 milliseconds for three hundred concurrent users. This result supports some 
previous studies [21, 28]. Previous studies claim that blockchain is a high-availability net-
work [25]. This POC confirms the claim when the results for data synchronization carried 
out are very encouraging in the situation of node failure. The results show that the nodes 
are still working, as the data can be stored and read even with only 51 percent of the nodes 
working.

This POC has demonstrated how blockchain implementation could resolve data shar-
ing issues in managing marriage records by the government institutions. Traditional data 
sharing methods rely on centralized databases for data storage, which are handled in silos 
by related institutions, and these centralized database limitations could lead to data shar-
ing flaws. Furthermore, because the marriage statute is under the jurisdiction of each state 
in the country, there is a trust and policy issue in consolidating the entire marriage record 
at the national level by a single institution. The blockchain implementation utilized tech-
nology itself as a connectivity center for all entities related to the marriage record man-
agement in the country. Apart from the benefits of data transparency and security in data 
sharing as stated by [26], Blockchain implementation also resolves trust difficulties about 
who is the most superior institution that may be authorized to retain the most up-to-date 
information on all marriage records in the country.

However, there are some limitations in this POC. There are needs to be a monitoring and 
auditing mechanism for data storage transaction logs (e.g., Blockchain explorer) to ensure 
the characteristics of security, auditability, and transparency. Blockchain development 
methods and terms are complex and different from conventional web application / RDMS 
development, requiring a high learning curve. Experienced programmers in object-oriented 
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have the advantage of understanding Solidity program structure and primitive data struc-
ture. Meanwhile, in a future study, the MetaMask Ethereum compatible wallet can be 
improved by developing its Ethereum wallet. This POC also uses private Ethereum to sup-
port the Ethereum platform regarding other platforms such as hyperledger.

4  Conclusion

This POC can provide a new perspective in the storage of Muslim marriage records in 
addition to conventional data storage. This technology is still relatively new for Malaysians. 
The Malaysian Government needs to do a more detailed and thorough study in applying 
a business problem using blockchain technology. Various business case selection criteria 
need to be considered as not all problems can be solved using blockchain technology.

Appendix

Abbreviation Definition

POC Proof Of Concept
JAKIM Jabatan Kemajuan Islam
PAID District Islamic Religious Office
JAIN State Islamic Religious Department
SPPIM Sistem Pengurusan Perkahwinan Islam Malaysia
IFLA Islamic Family Law
RDMS Relational Database Management System
SEMA Simulated Existing Marriage Application
UAT User Acceptance Test
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